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Dhaka, 5 February 2018

The Ministry of Health has warned the general
public to be vigilant following what they said
could be the signs of a new unfolding epidemic
that could potentially affected both humans and
animal populations. The warning comes after
health officials fears have been heightened by the
death of a 5 year old girl living in Cox’s Bazar.
The girl was in close contact with sick goats
showing signs of influenza prior to falling ill
herself. Efforts to treat her in hospital were futile
as the disease was not readily diagnosed.
This according to experts could mean that the
disease is due to a novel pathogen, for which
treatment is not readily available.

Experts suspect  the transmission to be from 
goats to humans. Goats may be a mixing vessel 
for various flu types which may contribute to the 
creation of a new emerging pandemic strain

Cox’s Bazar : New ‘Goat Flu’ kills 5 year 
old girl



It seems the girl had no history of contact
with sick poultry and recently no outbreaks
of "bird flu" have been reported from .

So far most people infected with "bird flu"
in Bangladesh, especially those seeking
early treatment, have survived. Yet, there is
a concern that this novel influenza virus
from goats is even more virulent than "bird
flu" and could start transmitting from
person to person in Bangladesh, causing a
severe global pandemic.

History shows that this type of H3N2 Goat
flu is has been found earlier in cattle, yaks
and goats in Nepal and India, in the mid
1970’s but remained dormant up to now.

The main fear is that a novel goat flu
may have arisen from recombination
events with other influenza’s such as
swine (H1N1pdm09) or bird flu (H5N1)
and now created a new virus, with yet
unknown impact on human health.

‘The close association of people, cattle,
and goats in the lower altitude regions of
Nepal, India and Bangladesh, makes
these animals potential hosts for
recombinant influenza viruses’ (IL Graves,
WHO Bull. 1974)
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Food for thought ...

• What do you think of this ‘goat’ flu?
• How does it spread?
• Where did it come from?
• Will it be the new pandemic?
• How would you interpret the risk?
• How would you communicate about this new flu to your 

supervisors and to the media?



4-way linking framework
Bringing public health and animal health together



Four-way linking concept
Laboratory Animal Health

Public Health Epidemiology



4-way linking of national influenza data

• Aim: National ability to conduct effective risk assessment 
 Objective: link epidemiological/ virological information from AH/PH 

sectors in time & space

• Look at complete national AH & PH systems 
 from field influenza investigations through analysis of epi and 

virological data

• Identify linkages and technical and policy gaps

• Follow-up with this workshop to address gaps and agree next 
steps 



Example of a joint AH-PH briefing report
Graphs and map of human &
veterinary cases by region (incl. 
clade distribution)

Human cases by risk factors & 
poultry source
Chicken outbreaks

Analytic study summaries
(Epidemiological curves, ...)

Interpretation of sequence 
information
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... Leading to AH-PH collaboration 
and communication

• A baseline for evaluating situation and programs
• Control measures and advice to PH
• Control measures and advice to AH



Benefits of 4-way linking (example: Bangladesh)

Linking of human isolates 
and outbreaks to exact 

poultry isolates

Non-fatal cases
2008: 15-month boy in Kamalapur, Dhaka
2011: 13-month girl in Kamalapur, Dhaka
2011: 31-month boy in Kamalapur, Dhaka

2012: 40 year old male in Kaptan Bazar, Dhaka
2012: 26 year old male in Kaptan Bazar, Dhaka
2012: 18 year old male in Kaptan Bazar, Dhaka

Fatal case
2013: 23-month boy in Comilla

Poultry
Human
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Example: Results from Bangladesh

mapping mission



4-way linking: 8 visits in 4 days

• Animal health
– National level visits
– Regional, district, upazilla

• Public Health
– National
– Hospitals
– District, upazilla

• International institute (icddr,b)



ANIMAL HEALTH

Min. Fisheries & Livestock
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Epi-unit

Union
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CDIL
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Extension

7 divisions

Ward

During outbreak investigation, 
all stakeholders involved and 
send data to epi

BAU

Hot line

Results

Summary Data 

Epidemiological Results 



PUBLIC HEALTH

Min of Health and Family Welfare

DG-HS

Epi

Virology Zoonosis

IEDCR

lab

Hospital/college

district hosp
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Epi

Civil surgeon

CHA
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Bangladesh 4-way linking to Bangladesh 
system:

 Data sharing
 Networking
 Collaboration/coordination

4-way linking complete:
 Making the blocks BIGGER
 More data
 Surveillance



Country mission debrief suggestions:

• Risk analysis using multiple data sources
• Joint working in zoonotic outbreaks-

principles, case study/scenario
• Epidemiology

– For laboratory professionals
– Analytic/GIS/descriptive for epidemiologists

• Lab/epi interface training 
• Genetics & laboratory methods for 

epidemiologists



Follow up:
• Comprehensive report shared with gov
• Country workshop
• 4WL country team
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